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LLMs are increasingly adopted for tasks with implicit 
graph structures
● Planning in robotics

● Updating belief state in theory-of-mind

● Structured commonsense reasoning

structured commonsense reasoningplanning in robotics belief state in theory-of-mind



LLMs are increasingly adopted for tasks with implicit 
graph structures
● LLMs have advanced the state-of-the-art on these tasks with structure implication.

● However, one underlying yet crucial question remains underexplored: Are LLMs 
graph thinkers?

● More concretely, are LLMs capable of mapping textual descriptions of graphs and 
structures to grounded conceptual spaces and performing basic operations?



The NLGraph Benchmark

● graph-based problem solving designed in natural language



The NLGraph Benchmark

● We employ a random graph generator to generate graphs and structures while 
controlling for network size, graph sparsity.

● 5,902 problems in the standard version, 29,370 problems in the deluxe version

● Accuracy (whether the True/False answer is correct, whether the proposed 
solution is valid) is the default evaluation metric, while the shortest path task, the 
maximum flow task, and the graph neural network task have additional 
partial-credit metrics (PC).



Experiment Setting

● Baselines: zero-shot prompting, few-shot in-context learning, chain-of-thought 
prompting, zero-shot chain-of-thought, least-to-most, and self-consistency.

● We also adopt random baseline for a fuller comparison.

● Model: text-davinci-003 as the default model, other LLMs (GPT-3.5-turbo, 
code-davinci-002, and GPT-4) are evaluated on part of the benchmark.



Results

● Key findings:
○ LLMs do posses preliminary graph thinking abilities

○ The benefit of advanced prompting methods diminishes with complex problems

○ While in-context learning is widely credited for teaching LLMs to learn from examples, it did not 
happen on complex graph reasoning tasks.

○ LLMs are (un)surprisingly vulnerable to spurious correlations in graph settings



LLMs are (Preliminary) Graph Thinkers

● We first find that on simple graph reasoning tasks, LLMs achieve impressive 
performance and demonstrate preliminary graph thinking abilities.



Advanced Prompting is Double-Edged

● As mentioned before, advanced prompting methods successfully improve 
performance on simple graph reasoning tasks.

● For the task of simulating graph neural networks, it is also the case.



Advanced Prompting is Double-Edged

For topological sort task and maximum flow task, few-shot prompting 
outperforms advanced prompting techniques.



In-Context Learning could be Counterproductive

For Hamilton path task and bipartite graph matching task, zero-shot 
prompting consistently outperforms all other prompting techniques.



In-Context Learning could be Counterproductive

● We study whether increasing the number of in-context exemplars could help on 
the Hamilton path task.



LLMs are (Un)surprisingly Brittle
● LLM may reach the correct answer depending on some spurious correlation
● To this end, we design two special cases for the connectivity task.

● Chain: 120 problems. All the graphs consist of multiple chains.
               Query nodes: at the two ends of a chain (connected).

● Clique: 120 problems. All the graphs consist of several densely connected subgraphs.
         Query nodes: at two different subgraphs (unconnected).
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LLMs are (Un)surprisingly Brittle

● Results:



Making Language Models Better Graph Thinkers

● We provide two simple prompting techniques that help improve the graph thinking 
ability of large language models. The two techniques can be used together with 
any other prompting techniques.



Making Language Models Better Graph Thinkers

● Build-a-Graph Prompting

● Algorithmic Prompting



Making Language Models Better Graph Thinkers

● Results:

● The most complicated graph reasoning problems remain an open research 
question



Thank you!

● NLGraph benchmark: a comprehensive testbed for graph reasoning
● Key findings:

○ LLMs do posses preliminary graph thinking abilities

○ The benefit of advanced prompting methods diminishes with complex problems

○ While in-context learning is widely credited for teaching LLMs to learn from examples, it did not 
happen on complex graph reasoning tasks.

○ LLMs are (un)surprisingly vulnerable to spurious correlations in graph settings
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